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Voyage Planner is an advanced chartering application or voyage 

estimator, designed to analyze the commercial viability of a proposed 

voyage. The application covers the wide spectrum of commercial and 

operational functionality that a modern shipping company needs to 

calculate and forecast profit or loss for a voyage. It calculates all 

expenses and income involved during a voyage, and can also 

simulate the best-case freight rate, check the spot bunker price and 

trends, include weather forecasts, and simulates expected FO/DO 

prices. 

 

 

Find the optimal voyage: The application uses advanced 

algorithms to find the optimal voyage. It gives a competitive 

advantage in terms of analyzing and fixing cargo. The 

voyage comparison module creates the optimal cost-benefit 

analysis, facilitating comparisons between several 

simulations of different voyages 
 

Secure data sync: All branches share the updates through 

secure data communication among users for every 

transaction. This ensures better stability during times of low 

Internet connectivity and gives all users a 360-degree view 

of proposed voyages 
 

Make quick and well-founded decisions: map viewer and 

vessel tracker functions help you make quick and sound 

decisions as information on vessel location and planned 

voyages is available to users without the need to gather 

information manually 
 

Holistic system: Voyage Planner is integrated with Voyage 

Manager and Vessel Tracker 
 

Easy approval process  

  

User friendly: export/import to/from MS Excel, PDF; 

restoring deleted data, easy sync. with all users, invoicing 

and operational financial data recording, outlook integration, 

auto email alerts for user activities, access       

privileges/restrictions, contract of Affreightment, lay time         

and many more. 

  

 

How beneficial is it?  

Profit/loss analysis, heavy weather calculation, Monte Carlo 

simulation and bunker price calculation 
 

Rich Geographic Information System (GIS) based distance 

features. Provision to save and calculate edited routes and 

distances in the map-viewer. 11,000 plus ports. 

  

Map-viewer with current vessel location, port information 

and pirated areas listed 

 

Invoicing & Lay time calculations 
 

Contract of Affreightment 

  

Export/import to/from Microsoft Excel – voyages, 

comparisons, more. 
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THE SOLUTION YOU NEED 

 

Vessel Planner: You can calculate your voyage estimation 

with inputting Vessel spec, Cargo and Port rotation. 
 
Port Distance: Calculating more than 60 million ports 
distances among over 11000 ports. Cana transit prompt, 
Piracy and shortest distance calculations and more 
 
View Map: Checking ports positions and vessel routes on 
the world map. 
 
Berth Term Charge: If you can input Berth Term Rate, you 
can get Berth Term Charge. Your Berth Term Rate will be 
saved to use again. 
 
Analysis: You can analyze and print Freight, Hire Base, 
Charter Base and Quantity. 
 
Vessel List: You can manage your own vessel list. You can 
load a vessel to estimate. You can send vessel particular to 
your clients by email with one click. 
 
Invoicing 
 
Contract of Affreightment 
 
Lay Time Calculation 

Voyage Planner 

 

Shipping Software Solutions 
 

Port Management System 
 

Embedded Solution 

 

Maritime Consulting 

--- Esquire walks with you --- 
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Map Viewer 

 

Break-even calculations i.e. freight rate, quantity, charter hire  

 

Client-server architecture with central database and easy 

client database sync. 

 

Easy Management Information System (MIS) and integration 

with third party software and post fixture. 
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